
World Pea Shooting Championships – The
Ultimate Guide to the Epic 2011 Battle of Pea
Shooters
Every year, the quaint village of Witcham in Cambridgeshire, England, turns into
a battleground for the world's most unique and bizarre competition – the World
Pea Shooting Championships. In 2011, pea shooters from around the globe
gathered to showcase their skills, aiming for glory and the coveted title. This
article provides a comprehensive guide to the unforgettable event that was the
World Pea Shooting Championships of 2011.

The Origins of Pea Shooting

Pea shooting can be traced back to ancient times when people discovered the
fun and challenge of launching pea projectiles through hollow tubes. It became a
popular pastime in English villages during the 19th century, providing
entertainment for both children and adults.

The World Pea Shooting Championships, first organized in 1971, aimed to bring
people together, celebrate the traditional English countryside activity, and crown
the world's best pea shooter. The event quickly gained popularity and now
attracts participants and spectators from all corners of the globe.
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Pea-tastic Competitions

The World Pea Shooting Championships consist of various competitive events,
each testing the competitors' accuracy and skill. Let's explore some of the main
competitions that took place during the 2011 edition.

Target Shooting

The target shooting competition requires participants to shoot peas at different
targets, aiming for the highest score. This event tests the precision and control of
the contestants as they aim to hit targets placed at varying distances.

Knockout Tournament

The knockout tournament is a fast-paced competition where participants compete
head-to-head. Each shooter has a limited number of shots to hit their opponent's
pea off a specially designed target. The last person standing is crowned the
winner.

Team Relay Race

The team relay race adds an element of speed to the competition. Teams of four
take turns shooting peas at targets, trying to complete the course in the fastest
time. The race requires not only accuracy but also seamless coordination
between team members.
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Pea Shooting Equipment

To succeed in the World Pea Shooting Championships, participants need more
than just sharp shooting skills. The right equipment plays a crucial role in
achieving accuracy and distance. Here are some essential pea shooting tools:

Pea Shooters: The main weapon of choice for competitors, pea shooters are
hollow tubes used to launch peas. They come in various shapes and sizes,
and each shooter has their preferred style.

Peas: The ammunition for pea shooters, the peas used in the championships
are specially selected for their consistency and size. They must be dried to
ensure uniform weight.

Targets: The competition features a variety of different targets, including
wooden shapes and metal discs. Targets are strategically placed at different
distances to challenge the shooters.

The Atmospheric Ambience

Aside from the exhilarating competitions, the World Pea Shooting Championships
also offer a unique and festive atmosphere. The event attracts thousands of
spectators, creating a buzzing environment filled with anticipation and laughter.

Visitors can enjoy a range of additional attractions, including live music, traditional
food stalls serving pea-themed dishes, face painting, and even pea-themed
costumes. The sense of camaraderie and community spirit pervades throughout
the event, making it an unforgettable experience for both participants and
spectators.

The Unforgettable 2011 Championship



The 2011 edition of the World Pea Shooting Championships was nothing short of
thrilling. The competition was fierce, and every participant brought their A-game,
making it an epic battle to remember. Here are some notable highlights from that
monumental event:

Record-Breaking Shoots: Several competitors managed to set new records
for the longest pea shoot, leaving the crowd in awe. The distances achieved
were unprecedented and showcased the advancing skills of pea shooters.

Dramatic Head-to-Head Duels: The knockout tournament delivered nail-
biting battles between skilled competitors. Each match showcased the
precision and speed required to stay in the competition.

Unpredictable Weather: The 2011 championship was subject to some
unpredictable weather conditions, with intermittent rain showers adding an
additional layer of excitement and challenge to the event.

The World Pea Shooting Championships of 2011 have carved their place in
history as a testament to human ingenuity, skill, and the power of quirky
competitions to bring people together. This extraordinary event continues to
capture the imagination and foster the spirit of friendly competition among
participants and spectators alike. Whether you're an aspiring pea shooter or
simply curious about this unique tradition, the World Pea Shooting
Championships are an experience like no other. Don't miss your chance to
witness the awe-inspiring battles and jovial atmosphere – join us next year for an
unforgettable adventure!
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For 41 years anybody can walk onto The Witcham village green in the second
weekend in July and for the price of a pint of beer can purchase a pea shooter, a
bag of peas of the day, enter a world championship competition and if very, very
lucky and skilful , walk tall for the rest of the year as
The World Pea Shooting Champion, only In England, Cambridgeshire, Witcham,
can you do this, all thanks to a forward thinking School Master Mr Tyson, who
started the competition some 42 years ago
This book tells the story of the years I entered into the competition, bent some of
the rules, engineered some world champion winning equipment, and annoyed all
the locals.
This book is a must read for all budding World Champions no matter what your
age!
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